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1. Librarian: Manager Medical and Dental Library – Organizing best possible EBM resources for students2. Senior Lecturer (Medical Education)  (Faculty of Medicine, Dentistry and Health Sciences) Online learning specialist 3. Senior Lecturer (Medical Oncology)  (School of Medicine and Pharmacology) Led EBM Review in 2007New medical graduates need the tools for lifelong learning and the ability to answer clinical problems efficiently and appraise the vast amounts of medical information currently available.Multidisciplinary team to explore better practice for EBM learning
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Challenges
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2007  Review of student learning of evidence based medicine (EBM) in the undergraduate curriculum issues were identified:Several approaches to EBM are being used (e.g University of Oxford, �Mc Master University; other)Clinical teaching is implemented by over 1,000 staff.Range of interpretation of EBM  terminology (e.g. definition of PICO) Lack of agreement on the EBM resources currently being promotedLack of consistent scaffolding if learning through the EBM curriculum Inconsistent EBM skill development (depending  on rotations, tutor interest)



How did we decide on where to start?
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Pros and cons of web sites versus structured WebCT (our learning management system) tutorials.A pilot EBM tutorial series run at SCGH in 2006 for 6th years resulted in significant improvements in self-rated EBM skills and EBM exam-style questions.  Changes in the control group were not significant.Aims of project:One Faculty approach to EBMOne interpretation of EBM  terminologyCommunicate with all staff over 1,000 .Agreement on the EBM resources currently being promotedScaffolding through the EBM curriculum Consistent EBM skill development (depending  on rotations, tutor interest)EBM skills assessed and learning evaluated



EBM Framework

Web Pages WebCT Tutorials

Available 24/7 Available 24/7

Open to all Faculty (and world) Password protected at  Year level

Common approach and terminology Subject approach but linked to common 
approach and terminology

Pathways appropriate to outcome level Year level path for years 4‐6

Formative assessment Formative and Summative assessment

All years & lifelong learning Year pathways
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Combination of Web resource and WebCT unitsNew medical graduates need the tools for lifelong learning and the ability to answer clinical problems efficiently and appraise the vast amounts of medical information currently available.The building blocks of our approach are learning objects which can be used on the web-site and linked to from WebCT tutorialsDevelopment of the resource is creating good discussions e.g. Year 1-6 EBM outcomesSustainable



Example Learning Objects

PICO Learning Object

Barriers Learning Object



EBM Web
1. Convert your 
clinical  (PICO)   
question into a 
searchable 
question

Does your question 
relate to therapy, 

diagnosis, prognosis, 
etiology?

Identify keywords 
and synonyms

Search strategy = 
subject terms + 

methodology terms 
+ clinical filters

2. Which 
information 

resource to use?

Levels of evidence 
and types of 
studies.

Information 
pyramid and 
relationship of 

validity and effort

Individual 
resources

3.Searching

Searching 
techniques : 
boolean logic, 
truncation, 

broadening & 
narrowing

Thesauri, 
controlled & 

natural language

Clinical filters

4. Results 
evaluation

Is the study valid?

Is it relevant to 
your question?

Is it biased?

Tools for 
evaluation such 

as CASP
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Web will have a layered approach which will enable students to drill down as they develop their skills.  This is the first draft of the area of information finding



Evaluation Step 1 (Pre test)
UWA Medicine Year 4 EBM Survey 

Factor  Cronbach’s Alpha No of Questions 

Future use of evidence based medicine 0.76 8

Attitudes toward evidence based 
practice

0.78 6

Evidence  based practice knowledge 0.89 5

Personal application and use of 
evidence based practice

0.61 7

Note: Questionnaire used with the permission of the University of Hong Kong
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Using a knowledge, attitude, behaviour and future use validated survey developed and validated by the University of Hong Kong (with their permission)Pre-test data from Year 4 students at the beginning of 2008 .  We will collect the same survey data from Year 6 in 2008 and the current Year 4s in 2010 when they are at the end of Year 6)n=74 Responses have internal consistency within the factorsCronbach’s Alpha are comparable to HKPersonal application is as expected.



Year Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) Outcome

1 Locate and explain the UWA approach to EBM
2 Describe the steps involved in the EBM process

Describe and critically evaluate some study designs used in EBM

3 Recognize the concept of the hierarchy of evidence  and its components 
used in EBM to select appropriate resources

4 Based on the cases presented formulate a well-built clinical question 
using the PICO framework
Apply evidence to a patient population

5 Based on clinical scenarios or patients formulate a well-built clinical 
question using the PICO framework
Find and evaluate the evidence
Apply the evidence to the patient/case

6 Formulate a WBCQ appropriate for the patient situation without altering 
the question to suit the available literature
Find the evidence to answer the WBCQ Critically appraise the evidence 

Communicate the results of research findings to patients in lay language
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   Will this develop medical graduates with the tools for lifelong learning and the ability to answer clinical problems efficiently and appraise the vast amounts of medical information currently available.            



Discussion Questions?

1. Are our EBM outcomes appropriate for the year 
level?

2. Is our EBM progression logical?
3. How can we reflect the levels on the EBM 

website so that users are not overwhelmed?

Further comments please email:
Carol Newton‐Smith
cnewtonsmith@library.uwa.edu.au
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Handout with full outcomes one side and questions the other
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